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Contribution of various photonuclear reaction channels for deriving Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) parameters is considered. It is shown that output channels with emission of charged particles are very important for some nuclei. GDR parameters for nuclei $^{60}$Ni, $^{63}$Cu, $^{64}$Zn are evaluated taking into account all photonuclear reaction output channels. EMPIRE II and TALYS codes have been used for calculations.

PACS: 24.30.Cz; 25.20.-x

1. INTRODUCTION

Photo-induced reaction cross section data are of great importance for study the structure of nucleus and mechanisms of nuclear reactions. Also these data are useful for various applications - radiation shielding design, calculations of absorbed dose in the human body during radiotherapy, activation analysis, nuclear waste transmutation, astrophysical nucleosynthesis, physics of fusion and fission reactors.

Photoabsorption cross section is used for characteristics calculation of any photonuclear reaction in the GDR region. Therefore the calculated photoabsorption cross section should be in a good accordance with experimental data to minimize calculation uncertainties of partial cross sections for photonuclear reactions. Semiempirical models [1] with using radiative strength function (RSF) are more preferable for accurate theoretical description of experimental photoabsorption cross sections. GDR parameters of RSF are needed for this calculation. In reality semiempirical methods are parameterization of experimental data and values of GDR parameters are being obtained by fitting of photonuclear reaction cross sections.

2. COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL PHOTOABSORPTION CROSS SECTIONS

Nowadays powerful and effective nuclear reaction codes for advanced modeling of nuclear reactions are developed. Such codes as EMPIRE II [2] and TALYS [3] have open source status and allow to calculate in details the cross sections and other characteristics of nuclear reactions. We used EMPIRE II code to test level of accordance with experimental data for theoretical calculation of $(\gamma, xn)$ and $(\gamma, sn)$ reaction cross sections. Nearly 100 nuclei were studied. In Fig.1 one can see examples of such rather good theoretical description for $(\gamma, xn)$ reactions.

![Fig.1. Examples of good theoretical description of experimental data. $(\gamma, abs)$ - calculated photoabsorption cross section, filled circles - experimental data [4],[5] for $(\gamma, xn)$ reaction from EXFOR data base, $(\gamma, xn)$ - calculated $(\gamma, xn)$ cross section.](image)

The evaluated values of GDR parameters from library RIPL-2 [6], EXFOR [7] experimental data, MLO model [1] for RSF and other default parameters of EMPIRE II code were used during testing. Good accordance between experimental and
calculation data was obtained only for part of nuclei (nearly 70% of all considered nuclei). For other nuclei there are visible (nearly 10-15%) systematic deviations (nearly 20% of all studied nuclei). Also we obtained very large discrepancy for some nuclei. In Fig.2 one can see examples of inadequate theoretical description for \((\gamma, xn)\) reactions.

Fig.2. Examples with large discrepancy between calculated and experimental data. \((\gamma, \text{abs})\) - calculated photoabsorption cross section, filled circles - experimental data [8],[9],[4] for \((\gamma, xn)\) reaction from EXFOR data base, \((\gamma, xn)\) - calculated \((\gamma, xn)\) cross section

3. METHODS OF EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF GDR PARAMETERS

We considered causes of such large deviations. Fitting the experimental photoabsorption cross sections is the most consistent method to obtain values of GDR parameters. Unfortunately due to experimental difficulties such cross sections are measured only for few nuclei. Therefore photoneutron cross sections are used, based on assumption of negligibly small contribution from emission of charged particles [10]. In the region of excitation energies under threshold of second neutron emission only \((\gamma, n)\) reaction contributes to GDR peak. For larger energies (nearly after GDR peak maximum) multiple neutron escape is possible. Also one has to take into account that a competition between neutron emission and escape of charged particles (mainly protons and sometimes alpha particles) should exists. Hence complex theoretical calculations with incorporated detailed mechanism of multiple escape of neutrons and protons are needed for accurate analysis.

4. EMISSION OF CHARGED PARTICLES IN PHOTONUCLEAR REACTIONS

During analysis of experimental data and theoretical calculation we came to conclusion that it is necessary to add a contribution of charged particles emission for some nuclei (such as \(^{60}\)Ni, \(^{63}\)Cu, \(^{64}\)Zn) due to large values of photoproton cross sections. One can see in Fig.3 the calculated photonuclear reaction cross sections with emission of charged particles in a good accordance with measured values.

These values are not negligible. One can explain irregular discrepancies between theoretical and experimental data for nucleus \(^{60}\)Ni by contribution of nonstatistical processes. Unfortunately the number of experimental data for photonuclear reactions with emission of charged particles is very limited. Using codes like EMPIRE II and TALYS one can perform a fitting of GDR parameters for that nuclei where experimental data about emission of charged particles are absent at all.
5. UPDATING OF GDR PARAMETERS FOR NUCLEI $^{60}$Ni, $^{63}$Cu, $^{64}$Zn

MLO model for RSF, Gilbert-Cameron approach for level densities and other default parameters of code EMPIRE II were used during fitting. Calculated GDR parameters can depend from level density and transmission coefficients of neutrons and protons. But variation of these values is limited by experimental cross-sections data. Calculated photoabsorption and partial cross sections after such fitting of GDR parameters in comparison with experimental data are shown for nuclei $^{60}$Ni, $^{63}$Cu, $^{64}$Zn. One can see sufficiently good results (see Fig.4) in comparison with calculations using values of GDR parameters from RIPL-2 library (see Fig.2).

Values of updated GDR parameters for nuclei $^{60}$Ni, $^{63}$Cu, $^{64}$Zn are presented in table. $\Gamma_1$($\Gamma_2$), $E_1$($E_2$), $\sigma_1$($\sigma_2$) - width, energy, amplitude of first (second) GDR peak. The normalized chi-square ($\chi^2_n$) in the fitting interval 13-30 MeV (13-28 MeV for nucleus $^{63}$Cu) is presented for GDR parameters set of RIPL-2 library (line RIPL-2) and for GDR parameters fitted with taking into account emission of charged particles (line this work).

One can see a good accordance of calculation results for codes TALYS and EMPIRE II (see Fig.5) notwithstanding different models for RSF (we used SLO [1] model for TALYS).

Such calculations also can help to analyse fine structure of concurrence dependence between emission neutrons, protons and gamma-quanta in photonuclear reactions.

Values of updated GDR parameters for nuclei $^{60}$Ni, $^{63}$Cu, $^{64}$Zn are presented in table. $\Gamma_1$($\Gamma_2$), $E_1$($E_2$), $\sigma_1$($\sigma_2$) - width, energy, amplitude of first (second) GDR peak.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nucleus</th>
<th>$E_1$, MeV</th>
<th>$\sigma_1$, mb</th>
<th>$\Gamma_1$, MeV</th>
<th>$E_2$, MeV</th>
<th>$\sigma_2$, mb</th>
<th>$\Gamma_2$, MeV</th>
<th>$\chi^2_n$</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{64}$Zn</td>
<td>16.23</td>
<td>41.40</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>19.19</td>
<td>56.10</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>61.1</td>
<td>RIPL-2 [1, 10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{64}$Cu</td>
<td>16.72</td>
<td>66.10</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>19.10</td>
<td>30.10</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>RIPL-2 [1, 10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{60}$Ni</td>
<td>16.30</td>
<td>34.10</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>18.51</td>
<td>55.20</td>
<td>6.37</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>RIPL-2 [1, 10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{60}$Ni</td>
<td>17.00</td>
<td>51.10</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>19.40</td>
<td>54.20</td>
<td>8.90</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>this work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.4. Calculated photoabsorption and partial cross sections with corrected GDR parameters, filed circles - experimental data [4],[8],[9] for ($\gamma$, xn) reaction from EXFOR data base

The normalized chi-square ($\chi^2_n$) in the fitting interval 13-30 MeV (13-28 MeV for nucleus $^{63}$Cu) is presented for GDR parameters set of RIPL-2 library (line RIPL-2) and for GDR parameters fitted with taking into account emission of charged particles (line this work).

6. CONCLUSIONS

Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) parameters are being calculated usually using only experimental data from photoneutron reactions. Comparison of theoretical calculations with experimental data is complicated in the energy region where multiple neutron escape is possible, but this information is essential to get correct values of GDR parameters. Also one has to take into account that a competition between neutron emission and escape of charged particles (mainly protons and sometimes alpha particles) exists and
complex theoretical calculations with incorporated detailed mechanism of multiple escape of neutrons and protons are needed.

In this paper we used code EMPIRE II to evaluate GDR parameters for some medium mass nuclei ($^{60}$Ni, $^{63}$Cu, $^{64}$Zn) with all photonuclear reaction output channels considered. This information is useful for extending databases with input parameters for theoretical calculations of nuclear reactions characteristics.
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